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Abstract. Modern supercomputers are shared among thousands of users
running a variety of applications. Knowing which applications are run-
ning in the system can bring substantial benefits: knowledge of applica-
tions that intensively use shared resources can aid scheduling; unwanted
applications such as cryptocurrency mining or password cracking can be
blocked; system architects can make design decisions based on system
usage. However, identifying applications on supercomputers is challeng-
ing because applications are executed using esoteric scripts along with
binaries that are compiled and named by users.
This paper introduces a novel technique to identify applications running
on supercomputers. Our technique, Taxonomist, is based on the empiri-
cal evidence that applications have different and characteristic resource
utilization patterns. Taxonomist uses machine learning to classify known
applications and also detect unknown applications. We test our technique
with a variety of benchmarks and cryptocurrency miners, and also with
applications that users of a production supercomputer ran during a 6
month period. We show that our technique achieves nearly perfect clas-
sification for this challenging data set.
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1 Introduction

Resource utilization and efficiency of supercomputers are top concerns for both
system operators and users. It is typical to use figures of merit such as occupation
of nodes or total CPU usage to assess utilization and efficiency; however, these
metrics do not measure if the compute capacity is used meaningfully.

In fact, fraud, waste and abuse of resources have been a major concern in
high performance computing (HPC) [1]. Wasted resources in supercomputing
stem from a variety of sources such as application hangs due to software and
hardware faults, contention in shared resources (e.g., high speed networks, shared
parallel file systems, memory), and fraudulent use (e.g., bitcoin mining, password



cracking). Bitcoin mining has been an increasing threat in supercomputing en-
vironments [20,23]. Knowing which applications are running on the system is a
strong aid in addressing fraud, waste and abuse problems.

Knowledge of applications running on the system can also be used for several
system-level optimizations. Bhatele et al. [7] have shown that network intensive
applications can slow down other applications significantly. Similarly, Auweter
et al. [5] presented a scheduling method that leverages application-specific en-
ergy consumption models to reduce overall power consumption. Knowing the
most common applications and their characteristics is also useful to system ar-
chitects who make design decisions, or to the supercomputer procurers who can
make better funding and procurement decisions based on knowledge of typical
application requirements.

Typically, supercomputer operators and system management software run-
ning on these large computers have no knowledge of which applications are exe-
cuting in the supercomputer at a given time. A supercomputer is shared by many
users and runs hundreds to thousands of applications concurrently per day [19].
These applications are compiled by users using different compiler settings, which
result in vastly different executables even if compiled from the same source. It
has been shown that static analysis of the binaries is not enough to detect the
same application compiled with different compilers or flags [13]. Furthermore,
users tend to use non-descriptive names for the binaries and scripts used in their
job submission (e.g., submit128.sh, a.out, app_runner.sh). Therefore, naive
methods for detecting applications such as looking at the names of the processes
and scripts are not useful.

To address these challenges, we present Taxonomist, an automated technique
for identifying applications running in supercomputers. To identify applications,
Taxonomist leverages monitoring data that is periodically collected at runtime
from a supercomputer’s compute nodes. Monitoring data includes detailed re-
source usage information (e.g., CPU utilization, network counters), and is typ-
ically used for application tuning [2], gaining information on system usage to
aid procurement [12], or for anomaly detection [26]. Each application has (often
non-obvious) resource utilization patterns that can be observed in the monitored
data. Taxonomist uses machine learning techniques to learn these patterns in the
data. Taxonomist can identify known applications, even when they are running
with new input configurations, and also new (unknown) applications. Specifi-
cally, our contributions in this paper are as follows:

– We present Taxonomist: a novel technique that uses machine learning to
identify known and unknown applications running in a supercomputer based
on readily available system monitoring data (§ 4). Taxonomist is able to
detect applications that are new to the system, as well as previously unseen
input configurations of known applications.

– We demonstrate the effectiveness of Taxonomist on a production supercom-
puter using over 50,000 production HPC application runs collected over 6
months of cluster usage, a wide selection of benchmarks and cryptocurrency
miners (§ 5). We report greater than 95% F-score with this data set (§ 6).



2 Related Work

Peisert [21] has identified application detection as a problem in supercomputers.
He focused on using MPI calls through IPM [24] (Integrated Performance Moni-
toring) to identify application communication patterns. Further work by Whalen
et al. [28] refined the method to classify applications based on their communi-
cation graphs, and DeMasi et al. [11] used system utilization data collected by
IPM to identify applications. These works are based on IPM which is a tool that
monitors the MPI calls in HPC applications. IPM needs to be linked with the
applications and introduces up to 5% performance overhead [11].

Combs et al. [8] have studied the applicability of using power signatures
to identify applications. As Combs et al. observed, power traces from different
servers are not consistently comparable, so such a method is not scalable for
large scale systems. Our evaluation confirms that using only power signatures is
insufficient to identify many applications in large scale systems.

Monitoring data have traditionally been used for analyses other than appli-
cation detection. One of the earlier examples of data analysis in supercomputers
was presented by Florez et al. [14], who monitored system calls and library func-
tion calls for anomaly detection in applications. Tuncer et al. [26] used similar
monitoring data to detect node-level anomalies. Agelastos et al. [3] used the data
for troubleshooting and application optimization in a 1200-node supercomputer.

In contrast to related work, Taxonomist uses a monitoring system with very
negligible overhead [2] that is capable of monitoring every application regardless
of MPI use, and does not need to be linked with the applications. Taxonomist
can be trained with a selection of applications of interest, and can reliably re-
identify these applications from the remaining applications. Our method can
also detect unknown applications it has not been trained with, which is very
important for practical real world scenarios.

Other approaches can be used for blocking unwanted applications. One way
to block cryptocurrency mining in supercomputers is to prevent the miners from
getting the most recent blockchain additions, using firewalls [22]. However, other
unwanted applications such as password crackers do not need to be connected
to the Internet. Furthermore, firewalls may result in packet loss, and it has been
shown that even very small packet loss is unacceptable for scientific computing
because of the very high bandwidth requirements [10]. Another approach to
prevent waste might be to whitelist only applications compiled by the system
administrators. However, availability is considered to be an important aspect
of HPC systems, and limiting the users to use only specific applications would
harm the user experience and limit the flexibility and usability of the systems.
Knowledge of the applications running on the system can be a very important
aid in blocking unwanted applications.

3 Motivation

Taxonomist uses monitoring data to identify applications. Modern monitoring
systems are able to continuously collect hundreds of metrics per second from
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Fig. 1: Two example metrics from /proc/vmstat for 11 4-node applications, with
two different input configurations for each application. These two metrics can
be used to distinguish some applications, but cannot be used to reliably detect
each of the 11.
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Fig. 2: Clustering of 11 applications, with two different input configurations run-
ning on 4 nodes each. The colors are assigned manually to represent different
applications.

every compute node in an HPC system [2]. It is infeasible to manually inspect
this data and identify applications relying on rules of thumb and expert knowl-
edge; therefore we designed automated methods to systematically discover the
differences between the applications.

Figure 1 shows two example metrics for 11 applications we run on a supercom-
puter (see § 5 for details on experimental setup). The x-axis shows the median of
nr_inactive_anon, which represents the number of anonymous memory pages
that are inactive, and the y-axis shows the mean of nr_slab_unreclaimable,
which is the number of pages in the slab memory that cannot be reclaimed. As
seen in the figure, applications have different resource usage characteristics. How-
ever, these two metrics are not enough to distinguish between all applications. It
is very challenging to determine which metrics are the best to distinguish among
a large set of applications using intuition or simple methods.

Figure 2 demonstrates clustering of the same applications using all 721 met-
rics we collect (see § 4.1 for details of the metrics). To construct this figure,
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Fig. 3: Overview of Taxonomist

we extract statistical features such as percentiles and standard deviation from
the collected data (see § 4.2), and cluster the nodes (We used implementation
in Python scipy.cluster.hierarchy.linkage, with Ward’s method and stan-
dardized Euclidean distance). The results indicate that nodes running the same
application are close to each other in the feature space, but the clustering is not
perfect (e.g., miniMD is clustered incorrectly).

Finding which metrics are important to distinguish each application manually
among hundreds of monitored metrics requires extensive knowledge about the
metrics and applications. With supervised learning, the most relevant features
can be automatically selected, and applications can be reliably identified. Thus,
Taxonomist uses supervised learning techniques

4 Taxonomist: A Technique for Identifying Applications

Taxonomist, outlined in Fig. 3, is a technique for identifying applications in
large scale systems using monitoring data. The monitoring data is collected from
every compute node in timeseries format. We then generate statistical features
that reduce our storage and computation overhead while enabling us to keep
the meaningful information. Finally, we train a classifier for each application
to separate that application from the rest of the applications, using labeled
historical data. During runtime, Taxonomist analyzes monitoring data and labels
each node’s application according to the predictions from the classifiers. We also
mark applications as unknown, based on the confidence of each classifier.

4.1 Monitoring

The first step of our technique is data collection. Typically some form of moni-
toring is in place in supercomputers. These systems collect numeric information
about the usage of the network, virtual memory system, CPUs and other sub-
systems.

We monitor individual nodes and consider all nodes of an application sepa-
rately. This design choice is supported by the observation that users can easily



run separate applications on separate nodes of a job, there is no guarantee that
all nodes of a job would run the same application.

4.2 Statistical Feature Extraction

After collecting monitoring data, Taxonomist removes 40 seconds from either
end of the timeseries to account for the transient initialization and finalization
phases from the applications. We have observed this amount to be sufficient for
all applications in this study; however it will be application dependent. We also
remove constant metrics and convert counter values to deltas.

We generate statistics from the timeseries data gathered from the compute
nodes. The statistics used are the minimum, maximum, mean, standard devia-
tion, skew, kurtosis and the 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 95th percentiles, i.e., each
metric’s timeseries is distilled into 11 features. These statistics have been shown
to be useful in analyzing time series from supercomputers [26,27]. They are also
easy to calculate, reduce storage requirements, and enable us to compare appli-
cations that have different durations. We scale each feature to the [0, 1] range
according to the training set. The same scaling factors are used during runtime.

4.3 Classification

In order to detect each application, we train a machine learning model using a
training set of labeled applications. Taxonomist labels each run with the corre-
sponding application. It can also label new runs as unknown.

For each classifier, we use a one-versus-rest version of the classifier: For each
application in the training set, we train a separate classifier that differentiates
the application. This approach makes it easy to add a new application to the
ensemble of classifiers, and to get information about the nature of each applica-
tion. This approach enables us to train for only applications of interest, and we
do not have to re-train every classifier when a new application is added.

During evaluation, we compare the following classification algorithms: ran-
dom forests, forests of extremely randomized trees (ExtraTrees), decision trees
and the support vector machine classifier (SVC) with linear and radial basis
function kernels. In practice, the best performing one for our data is the random
forest and using only one classification algorithm provides satisfactory results.

From every classifier, we obtain confidence values that the new observation
belongs to one of the training classes. For example, the confidence threshold for
the random forest is the percentage of trees in the forest that agree with the final
classification. If none of the confidence values are above the confidence threshold,
we mark the new observation as unknown.

Confidence Threshold Selection A very high threshold would result in con-
servatively labelling new inputs of known applications as unknown, while too low
values would result in unknown applications being labelled as a similar known
application. We select the threshold by performing two threshold sweeps from



0 to 1 in different tests using the training set. First, one application is removed
from the training set and testing is performed with that application. Then, one
input of each application is removed and the same test is performed. The thresh-
old that results in the highest average F-score for both scenarios is selected.

Hyperparameter Selection Most classifiers have hyperparameters that de-
scribe the configuration of the algorithm. We find the best hyperparameters by
splitting the training set into 5 cross validation folds. With 4/5 of the train-
ing data we train classifiers with different hyperparameters, and pick the best
performing one using 1/5 of the training set. We choose the important hyperpa-
rameters for each classifier and over a certain range we train all combinations of
hyperparameters, i.e., grid search. We find the best hyperparameter separately
for each application’s classifier. Note that we never use any test data during
training or hyperparameter selection.

4.4 Operation of Taxonomist

During normal operation, Taxonomist uses the monitoring data to label each
node of each application after a job finishes. These labels can be used to raise
alarms in the case of cryptocurrency mining and to generate system usage reports
or other summaries. They can also be used in further research on application-
specific system optimizations.

As Taxonomist relies on machine learning, it requires a labeled training data
set as input. This data set can easily be collected by a collaboration of users,
operations staff and analysts. After the applications of interest are determined,
data can be collected by running them with different input configurations. This
training is a one-time effort unless the applications of interest change.

The application needs to execute for a period before we can identify it; how-
ever Thebe et al. [25] propose that for such optimizations, applications might
be executed for a short time using backfilling before the main run is scheduled.
Furthermore, fradulent use can be detected after the fact and can still be dealt
with.

5 Experimental Methodology

We run our experiments on a production supercomputer, using the Lightweight
Distributed Metric System (LDMS) [2] already in place. We evaluate our system
with 11 benchmarks, 5 different unwanted applications, and 6 months of typical
supercomputer usage.

5.1 Platform

We run all of our experiments on Volta, a Cray XC30m supercomputer located at
Sandia National Laboratories. Volta is composed of 13 fully-connected routers,



Table 1: Applications used
Application # of Inputs # of Ranks Description

BT [6] 3 169 Block tri-diagonal solver
CG [6] 3 128 Conjugate gradient
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FT [6] 3 128 Fourier transform
LU [6] 3 192 Gauss-Seidel solver
MG [6] 3 128 Multi-grid on meshes
SP [6] 3 169 Scalar penta-diagonal solver
miniAMR [15] 4 192/1536 Adaptive mesh refinement
miniMD [15] 4 192/1536 Molecular dynamics
CoMD [15] 3 192 Molecular dynamics
miniGhost [15] 4 192/1536 Structured PDE solver
Kripke [17] 4 192/1536 SN transport

minerd 10 2/4 CPU cryptocurrency miner
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BFGminer 2 2/4 Cryptocurrency miner
xenon 2 96/192 Zcash competition [29] winner
davidjaenson 1 2/4 Zcash competitor
tromp 1 2/4 Zcash competitor
John the Ripper 194 96/192 Password cracker

with 4 nodes each, leading to a total of 52 compute nodes. The operating system
used is SLES 11 (SUSE Linux Enterprise Server) with kernel version 3.0.101.
Each node has 64 GB of memory and two Intel Xeon E5–2695 v2 CPUs with 12
2-way hyper-threaded cores.

LDMS is a scalable monitoring system deployed on Volta. We use the mem-
ory metrics collected from /proc/meminfo and /proc/vmstat, CPU usage in-
formation from /proc/stat, and network usage information from Cray network
interface card (NIC) counters. 721 metrics from every node every second in total.

5.2 Applications

Representative Applications We pick a collection of 11 benchmarks and
proxy applications, described in the upper section of Table 1. These applications
are chosen to be representative of characteristic HPC workloads. All representa-
tive applications use MPI, and are compiled with the Cray compilers. For each
application, we use 3 different input configurations, and we run the applications
on 4 nodes. We also run miniAMR, miniMD, miniGhost and Kripke on 32 nodes
with an additional input. We run each application on the maximum number of
hardware threads available that the application can utilize.

Unwanted Applications These are applications that are usually not allowed
on supercomputers such as cryptocurrency miners and password crackers. The
tromp, davidjaenson, and xenon miners are from an open source miner compe-
tition [29]; BFGminer and minerd are popular miners for mining with CPUs.
Xenon is single threaded, so we execute 48 copies per node. Other cryptocur-
rency miners are multi-threaded, so we execute them one copy per node, using
3 minerd: www.github.com/pooler/cpuminer, BFGminer: www.github.com/luke-jr/bfgminer, xenon:

www.github.com/xenoncat/equihash-xenon, davidjaenson: www.github.com/davidjaenson/equihash,
tromp: www.github.com/tromp/equihash, John the Ripper: www.openwall.com/john

www.github.com/pooler/cpuminer
www.github.com/luke-jr/bfgminer
www.github.com/xenoncat/equihash-xenon
www.github.com/davidjaenson/equihash
www.github.com/tromp/equihash
www.openwall.com/john


48 threads. John the Ripper is a popular password cracking application which
supports MPI; we execute it one rank per hardware thread. The inputs for John
the Ripper are various password formats, for the cryptocurrency miners the in-
puts are the different types of cryptocurrencies. Due to ethical considerations,
we ran all of the unwanted applications in benchmark mode to ensure that none
of the cryptocurrency mined was connected to the main blockchains.

Typical Volta Usage These are unlabeled applications run by 28 unique Volta
users, consisting of 58,366 jobs, from August 2016 until January 2017. Our con-
trolled experiments were removed from these runs.

5.3 Baseline Technique

Combs et al. [8] have proposed a technique (referred to as Combs) for appplica-
tion detection using power data instead of performance monitoring data. Combs
uses a similar feature extraction approach, but in contrast to our method, it ex-
tracts serial correlation, nonlinearity, self-similarity, chaos, and trend from the
timeseries, as well as skew, kurtosis, serial correlation and nonlinearity from
the timeseries with the trend component removed. Furthermore, Combs et al.
normalized maximum and median with the minimum for each timeseries to gen-
erate two additional features. Their method uses a random forest classifier and
does not have a method for labeling unknown applications, so we perform no
thresholding for Combs.

6 Evaluation

We evaluate the capability of Taxonomist in detecting applications with a variety
of workloads and scenarios. First, we examine the classification performance in
identifying known applications with new input configurations, then we evaluate
the performance in labeling unknown applications.

For all tests, we first perform 5-fold cross validation, where we split the whole
data into five sets with equal distributions of applications with the original data
set. We then train five different Taxonomist instances using four of the sets.
For testing, we use the fifth set that was removed from training data. For the
normalization and hyperparameter selection steps, Taxonomist performs another
5-fold crossvalidation on the training set.

For the results, we report the F-Score, which is a widely used measure of
classifier performance. For binary classification, F-Score is defined as the har-
monic mean of precision and recall. Precision is the ratio of true positives to
the number of all positive predictions, and recall is the ratio of true positives
to the number of all actual positives in the data set. F-Score ranges between 1
(best) and 0 (worst). All of our results are multi-class; therefore we calculate
the average precision and recall for each class, and take the harmonic mean to
calculate the overall F-score.
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Fig. 4: F-scores with one input configuration removed from training. In most
cases, the applications are correctly identified in spite of the unknown input
configuration.

Table 2: Five-fold cross valida-
tion results with the full data
set.
Classifier Precision Recall F-score

RandomForest 1.000 1.000 1.000
ExtraTrees 1.000 1.000 1.000
DecisionTree 0.998 0.998 0.998
LinearSVC 0.999 0.999 0.999
SVC 0.994 0.994 0.994
Combs 0.932 0.931 0.931

Full Data Set Table 2 shows the 5-fold
cross validation results on the 11 representa-
tive applications. All of the results except the
baseline technique (Combs) have an F-Score
of over 0.99. However, this scenario where the
training data contains all applications and all
input configurations is unrealistic. SVM with
the linear kernel (LinearSVC) performs better than the rbf kernel (SVC). This
is likely due to the large data set with many features and datapoints, and this
behavior is consistent with the literature [16].

Detecting Applications with Unknown Input Configurations Ap-
plications’ resource usage is affected by their input configurations. To evaluate
Taxonomist’s robustness against input configurations not in the training set, we
remove one of the input sets from the training set. For the test set, we keep the
5-fold cross validation folds the same. Figure 4 shows that the classification is
successful unless the confidence threshold is over 0.9, in which case the unknown
input configurations are marked as unknown applications.

Detecting Unknown Applications Figure 5 shows classification results
with one application removed from the training set. If the removed application
is labeled as unknown, we mark it as a correct prediction. In the majority of
the cases, the unknown application is correctly identified as such. The lowest
F-Scores are for the BT and SP applications, which are both partial differential
equation solvers, and they have been shown to have similar behaviors [18]. Hence,
the classifiers tend to mispredict SP and BT.
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Fig. 5: F-scores with one application removed from the training set. With the
correct confidence threshold choice, the unknown application can be correctly
identified.
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Fig. 6: The classifiers can correctly identify unknown applications, whether they
are HPC applications or bitcoin miners and password crackers.

The confidence threshold that gives the maximum value for the average F-
scores of the unknown input and unknown application cases is 0.75, and Random
Forest is the classifier that gives the best average F-score.

Unwanted Applications and Typical Volta Usage We show Taxonomist’s
ability to identify unknown applications from different domains by testing with
unwanted applications such as bitcoin miners, shown in Fig. 6a, and with 6
months of Volta usage data, shown in Fig. 6b. In both of these tests, we train
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Fig. 7: The importance of different metrics and statistics. Box plots are con-
structed using the different decision trees for each application. The box shows
the quartiles while the whiskers show the rest of the distribution except outliers
which are points further away from the low and high quartiles than 1.5× IQR.

Taxonomist with the 11 representative applications, and consider the unknown
label to be correct. Random Forest, Extra Trees and SVC have an almost per-
fect F-score for identifying any of these applications as unknown. Combs is not
shown, because it is unable to identify unknown applications.

Feature Importance In order to present the importance of different statistical
features and metrics, we train a decision tree for each application, using all of
the data from the 11 applications. To compare feature importances, we use Gini
reduction, which is used to measure the reduction of heterogeneity in the data. A
feature that can divide the data set well has a high Gini reduction, which means
the resulting divided data sets are more homogeneous. We used the implementa-
tion in Python scikit-learn library (sklearn.DecisionTreeClassifier.fea-
ture_importances_)

In the 11 decision trees, we calculate the total Gini reduction of features
extracted using the 11 statistics, and report it in Fig. 7a. The box-plots are
constructed using the data from the 11 decision trees, and the individual impor-
tance values from the trees are summed up. Fig. 7b shows the most important
metric from each decision tree. The important metric and subsystem4 is very
application specific. For example, while the most important metric to classify
ft is AR-BTE-RD-FLITS, its importance for every other application is almost
zero.

7 Conclusion

We have presented Taxonomist, a technique for classifying applications in su-
percomputers with the help of readily available monitoring data. The technique
4 metric-set-nic: Cray network counters [9], vmstat: /proc/vmstat, meminfo: /proc/meminfo, proc-

stat: /proc/stat, AR stands for AR-NIC-RSPMON-PARB-EVENT-CNTR



builds classifiers from historical data, and detects new applications while being
robust to new input configurations of applications. We evaluated Taxonomist
using a comprehensive data set including controlled experiments and real-world
workloads and demonstrated F-scores of over 95%.
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